The poor Excuses Behind not Using Seatbelts
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A “heavy metal” tour that’s been rolling
since the time of Woodstock. Over 2.3 billion
passenger miles, with a safety record just
as impressive---now that’s some serious motorin’!
Join CCC backstage for an exclusive audience
at PATCO HQ!

Meet

Squeaky Clean at the Patco wash in Lindenwold!

in for repair.
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to do so.

unlikely. The “what-if ” chance of a seatbelt malfunctioning is no reason

passengers in New Jersey great at buckling up in the front seat, but so bad

to ignore the irrefutable fact that buckling up is more likely to keep you

at using the exact same safety measure in the back seat?

safe than not. After all, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-

1980, based on the original Budd design. These cars are

fatalities occurring on the roads that can be been prevented. It is a huge

comprised of 10,000 major parts and each run using 12

deal and there must be some reason New Jersey passengers are putting

“I don’t want to end up trapped in my car
because of my seatbelt.”

different, major mechanical operational systems.

themselves at unnecessary risk. I read the statistics and researched articles,

I understand the fear, I do. The idea of being trapped anywhere near

but still unsatisfied with what I discovered, I decided to turn to the experts

water and fire gives me the heebie jeebies, but I want the best chance to

– my fellow New Jersey brethren. So I talked with co-workers, friends,

preventive maintenance program has played an impor-

family, and random people in the supermarket (“Is that this week’s People

tant part in PATCO's provision of safe and reliable trans-

magazine? And how do you feel about buckling up in the backseat?”).

portation. PATCO's safety record speaks for itself: over
passenger injury. Maintaining this fleet, and overseeing

“The backseat is safer in an accident than
the front seat. I can brace myself.”

the operational order and equipment needs of rail cars, is

Not true, unless you’re a superhero. The reaction time in an accident is

2.3 billion passenger miles without a serious train-related

the job of PATCO’s equipment director, John Shea.
Mr. Shea recently took Cross County Connection

To view more pictures from
"behind the scenes at PATCO"
visit: driveless.com/btc_patco

interesting shop. It’s more like a spa, beauty salon and

one at that: the PATCO Speedline. PATCO is renowned for its run over the Delaware River
via the Ben Franklin Bridge, and an efficient route serving nine stops in Camden County.
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readiness of PATCO operations. A comprehensive and

does not really describe what happens at this amazingly

Here in south Jersey, commuters are very familiar with one such train, and an electrical

tion also states that 13,000 lives are saved a year by using a seatbelt.

I wanted to get to the bottom of this situation. There are injuries and

Equipment, John Shea.

and airplanes, TRAINS are an example of such mechanical marvels.

ground, but we don’t hide away in bunkers. There are always the possibili-

Philadelphia, PA in 1968. Additional cars were added in

Cheryl Spicer; Director of

physically moving the machine itself….well, that’s very impressive indeed. Like automobiles

less than 1% chance a person could be killed by space debris hitting the
ties of freak accidents, but people shouldn’t live their lives based on the

Lindenwold train service facility. But “service facility”

actually stops to think about it. Machines with parts that move together for the purpose of

of being severely hurt or killed by a seatbelt is less than 1%. There’s also a

back seat. Why is there such a huge disparity in the numbers? Why are

Assistant General Manager,

Usually complex, intricately-designed, and mind-bogglingly curious to behold, when one

Traffic Safety, the state has one of the highest seatbelt usage rates in the

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration says the chances

24 hours a day; one of only four U.S. rapid transit systems

on an exclusive, private, behind-the-scenes tour of the

Machines have parts that move. Lots of them.

Seatbelts save lives. According to the New Jersey Division of Highway

bad news – the number greatly decreases to 27% for adults who are in the

Maintenance plays a critical role in the safety and

of their rail cars currently

Jersey residents are already savvy to this information and accept it as fact.

“I heard that a friend of a friend of a friend
got hurt from his seatbelt.”

The line transports over 38,000 people daily and operates

originally designed and manufactured by Budd of

PATCO stand in front of one

videos from driver’s education classes to further the point, but most New

country at 93.7% for front seat occupants – that’s the good news. Here’s the

PATCO operates 121 67-foot rail cars, which were

The friendly faces behind

Seatbelts save lives. I can ramble off a list of statistics and link to the

fitness center…but not in the pampered and delicate
sense….. not at all.
In the photos to the left you’ll find exclusive images of

a split-second. In most cases, the accident will be over before a person
thinks to try to brace himself. If he did somehow manage to brace himself
with an arm or leg, it would shatter the bone upon impact. In a collision,
the unbuckled passenger in the backseat is often referred to as a “bullet,”
as the occupant continues to move at the speed of the vehicle until hitting
something, sometimes getting ejected from the car. A seatbelt stops
that force, and when worn correctly, spreads the impact over the larger
parts of your body making it less likely to damage organs. Saving yourself
not enough to convince you? Think of the other people in the car. The
bullet effect doesn’t apply only to the unbuckled passenger, but to all

the tough and gritty work done by skilled mechanics, ma-

occupants of the vehicle. Who wants to live with the knowledge that

chinists and technicians as they rebuild, repair, replace and

not wearing a seatbelt caused serious injury to someone else?

refurbish many of the parts and systems mentioned above.
Oh…and a carwash….but, well, for trains!
In an upcoming publication, we’ll show you more of
these exciting scenes as we take you inside the Linden-

survive as unscathed as possible. Seatbelts keep a person firmly in place
in a collision. There is less of a chance of a being knocked unconscious
and thrown around the car for passengers, who wear seatbelts, if a vehicle
careens into water. By remaining buckled, it allows the passenger the
opportunity to make the simple click to remove the seatbelt and make an
exit. Here’s the truth of the matter – the lack of a seatbelt is more likely
to throw you out of the car, causing serious injury, than to impede your
survival.

“I forgot to put it on.”
Of all the excuses I’ve heard, this one is pretty lame. It’s the law in New Jersey and any violators will be fined. Money is usually a good incentive
to help remember important things. Some other options: put a post-it
note on the back of the front seat; have friends and family remind you;
or create a mantra whenever you head toward a vehicle like, “Don’t forget
my seatbelt. Don’t forget my seatbelt.” Also, when you’re driving, don’t
start the car until everyone is secured. Give it twenty one days, (the time
it takes for a new habit to form), and you should be good to go. I don’t want
to hear the “I forgot” defense ever again. :)

"We aren’t traveling far, so it’s a waste
of my time.”
Did you know that most fatal accidents occur when traveling short distances
in speed zones of less than 45mph? As far as buckling up being a waste

wold Maintenance Shop and explore the unique workings

of time, I think it’s important to think bigger picture. It takes less than

of a truly one-of-a-kind facility that is, truth be told,

a minute to buckle up, whereas recovery from a serious injury could

something of a mechanical marvel itself.

take months or even years. Seems like a no-brainer to me!

There is never a good excuse for not using a seatbelt in the front or
back seats because seatbelts save lives. Repeat it. Put it on a notecard
and pass it around. Refuse to start the car until every person is buckledup. C’mon New Jersey, let’s conquer that 27% usage rate and set the standard.
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